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Reviewer’s report:

This is a much stronger manuscript.

There are a few minor points to address to make it fully acceptable for publication (upon the editor's decision)

The abstract is still repetitive and the results section vague.

Line 71 World Bank should be capitalised

Line 74 the word 'shortage' is better replaced with 'ratio'

Line 93. I think the word 'regulated' is a bit too strong for a voluntary code; suggest rewording

Line 196. The data 'were' (it is plural)

A subheading 'Findings' or 'Results' would be appropriate between Line 207 and 208

Line 265 delete the space before the ,

Line 332 cultural competence might be a more appropriate heading

Line 386 orphan ,

Line 445 the word should be 'workforce' not 'works force'
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